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START HERE

how this checklist works

Take a look at what’s on the following pages and find the ‘do-able’ – the things 
that you can start taking action on today.

Begin with one or two and continue adding to your list each week. This is about 
creating a habit. Building a routine.

When you begin with a steady intention your daily routines and mindful approach 
to being present grows – just like a muscle needs gentle stretching to become 
more flexible and stronger – so does introducing new habits, new ways of seeing 
and new ways of being.

 In life, just like nature, our lives have seasons. 

 Change is the norm during our life seasons. 

And what you may find is that just as we adjust to seasonal change your mind and 
body will do the same. 

For example, at times when I’m working on a project my focus is on the tasks 
needed to be completed and the date I’ve set to have things ready. In other 
seasons, I’m spending mornings in my courtyard garden, travelling or with friends 
and family.

Underlying all seasons though is a predictability and a routine to keep me centred.

For me it’s:

 • Journaling (what I call my ‘brain dump’)
 • Gratitude prayers
 • Walking with a ‘creative-mindsight’ intention (more about this later)

Suggestion:

Begin with a few minutes with one (or more) of the following

• ‘Mindful breathing’ for relaxing, centering and gaining clarity (2-5 minutes)

• ‘Gratitude prayers’ to be thankful for what you have – and who you have in your 
life. (3-10 minutes)

• ‘Brain dumping’ – set a timer and journal all the thoughts running around your 
mind – getting them out and on paper (or your computer) clears your mind, 
allowing you to focus on what you want more of in your life (10 minutes)

• ‘Walking with a ‘creative-mindful intention’ – take a walk/run with the 
intention of noticing and sensing your world. Be curious about everything. (10-
30 minutes)

• Curiosity and observation are the cornerstones of creativity. 



Your day doesn’t begin when you wake. It begins with the intentions 
you set the night before.

your 5-step night-before checklist
Before going to bed spend 5-10 minutes visualise your following day – 

 • How will you turn up? (e.g. positive mindset)
 • What will your main focus be? (e.g. projects) and 
 • What’s the outcome you want to see? (successful results)

Think of a challenge or problem you’re managing. 

 • See it as if resolved
 • Feel grateful for this

• As you move into sleep your subconscious mind will work out 
the practical steps needed to get this result during your sleep

You’ll be amazed at the simplicity of solutions you may be presented 
with in the morning.

Reflect on the ‘one curiosity’ you noticed with your ‘creative-mindset’ 
intention and ask yourself what resonates for you about this. 

Consider:

 • What about this was interesting for you?
 • When have you encountered a similar experience?
 • Who does it remind you of?
 • Where could you use this ‘novelty’ in your life?
 • How could you expand on this thinking?
 • What’s one thing you can take from this experience?
 
Offer yourself 8 hours of restorative sleep by setting an intention around 
the time you’ll wake in the morning – this is how to set your internal 
body clock.

Spend 2-10 minutes offering gratitude

• Focus on gratitude, your goals, and where you are most needed 
today. 

• This will set your day’s trajectory on the things that really matter. 
It will also provide you with an abundance mindset where you 
expect good things to happen for you.
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your 10-step morning checklist
Wake with the intention of reflection – on the future you’re creating for 
yourself, and/or the problem you’re aiming to solve. This creates a link 
between the thoughts you focused on the night before and your present 
focus.

 • Visualise the day ahead – the things you’ve planned to do, your  
 attitude and approach to the day. 

  • Now speed up the visualisation by 10X, and as you reach the end  
 get out of bed and begin your day. 

 • A mental rehearsal like this is a powerful way to begin. And when  
 you start well, you’ll end well.

Take out your journal and – either by hand or in a word doc you’ve 
created expressly for this – write whatever comes to mind. 

• If you feel stuck, begin writing a paragraph from an inspirational  
 book that speaks to you. Use this as a way to reflect on what 
about   the paragraph resonates for you. 

• You’ll find that whatever has been subconsciously brewing weaves  
 its way naturally into your writing.

• Your subconscious mind never sleeps so that what you’re focusing  
 on becomes like a ‘current project’ that’s gathering data and  
  moving, sorting, adjusting until clarity is reached.

As part of your journal session, write your big picture vision/goals from 
key areas in your life – e.g. financial, relational, spiritual, work/business, 
and include your ‘passion or dream goal’ – the one that would give you a 
real sense of success 

• e.g. writing a best seller, holding an exhibition, creating an event,  
speaking at a conference, meeting your perfect partner. Write 
as if your goal already exists in your life and the emotion that 
brings (e.g., I’m a best-selling author and I feel so grateful that 
I’m transforming lives, I’m making over $250,000/year and I feel 
satisfied that I can provide for my family and give generously to 
causes I believe in

Spend 15-45 minutes being physically active – yoga, walking/running, 
stretching – whatever your preferred form of exercise is. 
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Be mindfully present to your bodily sensations. Aim to be in flow so that your 
mind and body are as one – not your mind drifting off to problem solve while 
your body goes on auto-pilot.

Supercharge your energy with a protein drink or food – whole grains, yoghurt, 
fruit, eggs

Focus on a primary goal or project solely for 15-60 minutes – no procrastination, 
no excuses – create a plan, take one step, follow it with another.

Avoid email or social media for at least 60 minutes after waking up

 After spending time preparing yourself for how you intend to be, act  
 on it. 

• Reach out to another person – by phone, text, card and    
 connect, catch-up or offer support. 

 Acting on your intention reinforces the mental process of setting an   
 intention and lets feel-good emotions out. 

Reaching beyond ourselves into another person’s path is a powerful way to set 
your day. No person is an island. Giving and receiving is part of living.

Through your day, aim to find at least one ‘oddity’ - something that draws your 
attention.

Instead of walking by with a shrug (or ignoring it) – engage with it. 

 • Observe it. Listen to it. Touch it (if possible). 

• Being curious opens your mind to new ideas, new solutions and new 
ways of interacting with your environment. 

• This can be as simple as noticing a bud ready to bloom, cloud   
formations, a poster in a window, weeds growing in pavement cracks, the 
look on a person’s face – start really looking and be surprised at what you 
notice and also what comes back to you.

Ask questions – rather than accepting the status quo, consider what makes it 
this way, who says things are done a certain way, when did it become like this, 
how did it get here. 
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And on the flip side: 

 • How could this be improved? 
 • What made this stand out? 
 • Who has experienced this before? 
 • When could this have happened? 
 • What’s the one thing I could do now? 

Questions don’t always need immediate answers, yet engaging with your 
world in this way not only helps your curiosity grow, it improves your 
ability to ‘see’.

More often than not this practice leads to new insights, new links and 
new ideas that wouldn’t happen if you followed your routines blindly.

If you have a creative project to do, spend 60-90 minutes in focused 
activity on it. Research says that your willpower is highest when your 
first wake up and your brain is most attuned to creativity. So make the 
time, and set an intention that your mornings will produce your most 
powerful work – and then let it happen.

Listen to or read uplifting content (you can do this while you exercise if 
that’s convenient). This will get you motivated and energized to tackle 
the day. 

A few recommendations:

• The Gift of Imperfection by Brene Brown

• Big Magic by Elizabeth Gilbert

• The Art of War by Steven Pressfield

• Blink by Malcom Gladwell

• A Hidden Wholeness by Parker J. Palmer

• Becoming Wise: An Inquiry Into the Mystery and the Art of Living by 
Krista Tippett 

• The Lost Thing by Shaun Tan

YOUR CHECK LIST
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here’s a truth:
Most people exist.

As a culture, we’ve developed a ‘blindness’ to the world around. It’s as if 
the inner world of thinking is in utter chaos – unable to make it through 
10 minutes without distraction and worry.

The result: an unfulfilled life.

 • No direction. No sense of meaning. No real connections.

Being creatively mindful is one step towards living a more presence-filled 
life – one that’s aware of how you interact with the world around – and 
more importantly – what that feels like.

No one signs up for ‘Treadmill Living’ 
yet that’s what happens in the race for 

‘bigger, better, best’.
Instead, passion and aliveness is about:

• Setting purposeful intentions
• Noticing and observing
• Questioning
• Listening (and hearing)
• Engaging
• Building a relationship with yourself
• Working with your subconscious
• Filling your mind with powerful thoughts
• Connecting with like-minded people

Today you’ve taken one step along this path. 

Tomorrow take another, then another.

TRUTH CHECK-up
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One action builds towards a habit.
habits create consistency.

And consistency allows your mind to create – rather than be bogged down 
with the junk that creates stressful living.

Health and relationships suffer when stress is more present than you are. 

For many, overall happiness and well-being are lacking, as living by their 
highest values and goals has gone out the window. 

If you’re serious about creating a routine that will set you up 

for success and want more information, systems, coaching and 

accountability, I have created an online course that will help you. 

Click the button below for more information.

JOIN ME
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Yes, Tell Me More ...

Learn about the upcoming course at:
www.creativemindfulness.courses/successful-days

http://www.creativemindfulness.courses/successful-days
http://www.creativemindfulness.courses/successful-days
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